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Abstract 
In this paper we prove that if m self-packing raphs are attached one each to any m points 
of a self-packing raph, then the resultant graph is also self-packing. From this we deduce that 
if every block of a graph G is either a K2 or a Cn with n ~> 5, then G is self-packing, provided 
G is not a star. We also show that if every block of a graph G is self-packing then G also is 
self-packing. (~) 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction and definitions 
The notion of  packing a pair of graphs according to Schuster [11], first appears in 
1977 and 1978 (see [1,2,10]). We quote the definition from Schuster [11]: 
Definition. Let G1 and G2 be two graphs of the same order p. A packin9 o f  G1 with 
G2 is an isomorphic embedding of G1 in G2, the complement of G2. 
We say that G is self-packin9 if there is a packing of  G with G itself. 
Let G be a self-packing raph on n points. We say that a supergraph H of G is 
tree-covered if H - E(G)  consists of  exactly n trees (may be trivial). 
Packing of  trees has received considerable attention (see [9,11, 12]). In particular, 
Burns and Schuster [3] have proved that every non-trivial tree other than a star is 
self-packing. Also Faudree et al. [4] have characterized all unicyclic graphs that are 
self-packing. 
It is easy to see that every spanning subgraph of a self-complementary graph is 
self-packing. So are spanning subgraphs of r-partite self-complementary graphs (see 
[5]) for every r>~2, and those of t-self-complementary graphs (see [6]), for every 
t >/3. Thus the class of self-packing raphs is very rich and interesting. In particular, 
it is a generalization of  self-complementary, -partite self-complementary and t-self- 
complementary graphs. 
For all terms not defined in this paper we refer to Harary [8]. 
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For a self-packing raph G, let a denote an injection from G into 0 such that if 
uvEE(G) then a(u)a(v)EE((~). Such a a is called an isomorphic embedding (or an 
isomorphism) of G into (~. The image in 0 is denoted by G*= a(G) and is called 
a copy of G in 0 under a. In what follows, letters G, H will always denote simple 
undirected graphs. 
In an earlier paper [7] we have shown that if H is a tree-covered supergraph of a 
self-packing raph G, then H itself is almost always self-packing. 
In this paper we prove that if m self-packing raphs are attached one each to any m 
points of a self-packing raph, then the resultant graph is also self-packing. From this 
we deduce that if every block of a graph G is either a/(2 or a Cn with n ~> 5, then G 
is self-packing, provided G is not a star. We also show that if every block of a graph 
G is self-packing then G also is self-packing. 
We use the following results in this paper: 
Theorem 1.1 (Hedetniemi et al. [9]). Every non-trivial tree other than a star & self- 
packing. 
Theorem 1.2 (Faudree et al. [4]). Every unicyclic graph having a Cn, with n>~5, is 
self-packing. 
Finally, if u is a point of G then de(u) denotes the degree of u in G and N~(u) 
denotes the set of points to which u is adjacent in G. Also, if X C_ v(G), then G[x] 
denotes the subgraph of G induced by the set X. 
2. The main result 
We begin with the following definition. 
Definition. Let G,H be two graphs. Let uE V(G), vE V(H). Then GuoHv is the 
disjoint union of Gu and H~, with u and v identified, i.e. is the graph having 
V(Gu oily) = V(G) U V(H) - {v}, 
E(C,,oHv)=E(C)UE(H)U ( U. 
WE (v) 
We illustrate this construction in Fig. 1. 
U {uw}. 
wENH(v) 
Lemma 2.1. Let G,H be self-packing. Then Gu o Hv is self-packing for all u E V(G), 
v E V(H). 
Proof. Let u E V(G), v E V(H). Also let al be an isomorphism of G into G and let 
a2 be an isomorphism of H into H. Let G* be a copy of G in G under O" 1 and H* be 
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Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3 illustrates the construction in Case 2. 
Case 3: al(u)~u, a2(v)~v. Let trl(U)=X and a2(v)=y. Also since G and H 
are inter-changeable, we assume without loss of generality that uxEE(G*) implies 
vyEE(H*) (i.e. if uxEE(G*) and vyf[E(H*) then we interchange G and H and 
show that Hv o Gu is self-packing. 
We now construct a copy (GuoHv)* of GuoHv in its complement under the 
isomorphism a where 
Y 
X 
,r(w) = 
~rl(w) 
~r2(w) 
if w=u, 
if w = a~l(v), 
if w E V(G) - {u}, 
if wE V(H) - {o'~-l(v), v}. 
This series Case 3. Fig. 4 illustrates the construction in Case 3. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. [] 
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We now present our main results. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let G be a self-packing raph with V(G)= {Ul,U2 . . . . .  Un}. Let m~n,  
and Hi, 1 ~i<~m be self-packing. Let ~gm denote the class of graphs obtained by 
identifying an arbitrary point of Hi with ui, for all i, 1 <<. i <<. m. Then every graph in 
the class ~fm is self-packing. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on m. So let F E ~gm- For m = 1, F = Gu, o 
(HI,:) for some v E V(H1 ). Hence, by Lemma 2. l, F is self-packing. 
Next, let j ~> 1 and assume that the theorem holds for m =j .  Then it also holds 
for m=j  + 1, because F=Eu,+, o(Hj+l)v for some EE~ and some vEV(Hj+I). 
By induction hypothesis E is self-packing. Hence by Lemma 2.1, F is also self-packing. 
This completes the induction and proves the theorem. [] 
The construction of the class (~m is illustrated in Fig. 5. 
Corollary 2.3. Let G be a unicyclic graph such that its unique circuit has length at 
least five and none of its pendant rees is a star. Then G is self-packing. 
Proof. Follows from Theorem 2.2 since for all n >~5, Cn is self-packing and since 
every tree which is not a star is also self-packing (Theorem 1.1 ). [] 
Theorem 2.4. I f  every block of a graph G is either a 1£2 or a C, with n ~ 5, then G 
is self-packing, provided G is not a star. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that G is connected. For if not, then the 
theorem could be proved for each component of G and hence it will follow that G is 
self-packing. We prove the result by induction on m, where m is the number of blocks 
in G that are cycles. 
For m = 0, G is a tree. Then since G is not a star, by Theorem 1.1, G is self-packing. 
Let k/> 0 and suppose the result holds for m ~< k. Let m = k + 1. Let C be any cycle 
in G. Then IV(C)l/>5. Let Hj, 1 <<.j<<.t, be those components of G-  E(C), that are 
not trees. Let uj be the unique point in V(Hj)n V(C). 
Then, since Hj is a graph whose every block is a Kz or a cycle Cn with n >~ 5, and 
since Hj is not a star (in fact, not even a tree), it follows by the induction hypothesis 
that Hj is self-packing, as the number of cyclic blocks in Hj is ~< k. 
Let H be the subgraph of G induced by (V(G)-b~=l V(Hj))U V(C). Then clearly 
H is a unicyclic graph containing the unique cycle C with ]V(C)I ~> 5. By Theorem 1.2, 
H is self-packing. 
Now, if t = 0, then G = H and so G is self-packing. I f  t/> 1, then clearly G is the 
graph obtained from identifying the point uj of Hj with the point uj of H for each j, 
1 ~<j ~< t. Hence by Theorem 2.2, G is self-packing. 
This completes induction and proves the theorem. [] 
The construction of  the graphs Hi, 1 ~< i ~< t, alluded to in the proof of Theorem 2.4 
is illustrated in Fig. 6. 
Theorem 2.5. I f  every block of a graph G is self-packing then G & also self-packing. 
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the number b of  blocks in G. 
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Fig. 6. 
If b = 1, then G is a block and hence, by assumption, self-packing. If b > 1, then let 
v be a cut-point of G. Let H be a component of G - v. Let Ha be the subgraph of G 
induced by V(H) U{v} and let//2 be the subgraph of G induced by V(G) - V(H). 
Clearly every block of / /1,  /-/2 is also a block of G and so is self-packing. 
Now both /-/1 and H2 have fewer than b blocks. So by induction hypothesis, both 
H1 and //2 are self-packing. Now clearly G = (//1)v o (H2)v. Hence by Lemma 2.1, 
G is self-packing. [] 
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